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INTRODUCTION

1. The Lagos Plan of Action recognizes and emphasizes the important role which

African xiiter-iepvjernmental institutions can play in helping African countries -

collectively "to develop the capabilities and -infrastructure essential for their

economic and social development". Such recognition and emphasis attest the

significant part which the ECA has play.od over the yearn in the establisliment of

over thirty very useful African intar-governmontal institutions whose outputs and

services continue to fill various gaps created by lack or insufficiency of

resources .at the. national level8

2. It was with, a view to enhancing their role in the implementation of the Plan

and the Final Act that shortly after the adoption of the Plan and the Act, the

Commission examined the various ways in which the institutions .could -e£feGti-v»ly---^--

play their role and decided that the first stop was to seek the views of the

institutions themselves. Thus, the Inaugural Conference of Chief Executives of

ECA-sponsored Regional and subregional institutions was convened in December 1980,

to consider how the institutions could, inter, alia, gear themselves for the

successful implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action.and the Final Act. The"

result was the decision to prepare consolidated programme of work of the

institutions for the I982-I983 biennium to be designed in line with the Lagos

Plan of Action and approved by the policy organs of the institutions, ifor'

submission to the eighth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers in 1981,

which in its resolution 451" (XVII), inter'alia, expressed:

"its appreciation to_the Governing Councils or corresponding, organs

of these institutions for ensuring that their programmes of work and
.priorities are consistent with the Lagos Plan of Action*"

3. The Conference of Chief Executives of ECA-sponsored regional and sub-

regional institutions has now been institutionalized as an annual feature.

This report, which is based on information supplied by some of the institutions, :
sets out institution by institution, the contribution of the ECA-sponsored

institutions to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final

Act of Lagos in accordance with the wishes of the Assembly of Heads of State,

and Government of the Organization of African Unity.

I. African Develqj>mcntii Bank^African Development Fand and

Nigeria Trust Fun_H (ADB Group)-

Food Production and Security

4. In response to the Lagos Plan of Action, in general, ami the initiative

of the World Food Council, in particular, the ADB Group has established contacts

with the governments of Botswana, Liberia and Madagascar concerning the

preparation for these countries of food production strategies and plans.for the

1982/85 period, consistent with their respective priorities. The Group, as

the lead agency, will provide technical assistance by way of a consultant to

conduct the study along with its staff, A full report, containing its

recommendations, is expected to be completed by the end of 1983» In addition
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to this project on national food strategy, the ADB group approved a total

of 340.12 million UA in loans for 35 agricultural and rural development projects,

directly related to food production in Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African

Republic, Comoros, Congo, Gambia, Guinea, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Maili,

Mauritania, Senegal,- Morocco, Mozambique, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan,

Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe during I98O to 1982. ADB Group has

approved 13 energy projects for the same period, I98O-I982 for Benin, Botswana,

Burundi, Egypt, Gabon, Guinea, Malawi, Morocco, Niger, Swaziland, Tanzania and

Tunisia. In addition to these projects, a specific study was launched to examine

the scope of the energy problem in four selected member countries, i.e. Botswana,

Ivory Coast, Kenya and Mali. The latter exclude 2 technical studies valued at

1,12 million UA and tea and coffee projects which are basically export—oriented.

Natural Resources and Energy

5« The emphasis of the study is on new and renewable energy resources

development for those countries which are critically faced by energy shortages.

This approach is most likely to enhance rural development strategy as far as

the exploitation of forest and bio-mass resources is concerned.

HumaniResources Development

6* The ADB Group has three roles to play in this regard. First, through the

direct transfer of loan and equity resources to development projects, whose

implementation will contribu% to the human resources development aspects of the;

recipient countries. Second, through its own Training Centre, the ADB Group

organizes project identification analysis and implementation courses, for staff

from Government and parastatal organizations. Similarly, through its project

development work, the ADB Group always makes it mandatory that where expatriate

personnel are to be engaged, training of local counterpart personnel should be

undertaken. Institution building is also always a major component of the ADB

Group's projects. Third, through direct financing of technical education

facilities as represented by 2 projects in 1982 in Cameroon and Mali respectively.

Transport and Communications

7. The Transport and Communications Decade for Africa (1978/88) forms

part of the ADB Group's strategy in drawing up a pipeline of projects. The

Group has also associated itself with the sub-regional programme of SADCC and

projects have been identified, to that effect. The expanded PANAFTEL programme

has been included in the co-operative agreement between the ADB Group and PANAFTEL.

Trade and Finance . .- - .

8, The Lagos Plan of Action specifically calls on the ADB Group to look

into these two sectors. Trade is a sector in which the ADB Group has very

limited experience. Indirectly, the ADB Group has followed commodity discussions

(through UNCTAD) and has, at times, provided its views. Consideration is being
given to the possibility of' financing requirements of experts, and, to a limited
extent, imports through structural adjustment loans during the ADB Group's second
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programming cycle (1982-1986). The Lagos Plan of Action has suggested that the ALB
Group/the African Centre for Monetary Studies/the Association of African Central
Banks should prepare a study in 1982"outlining stages and steps to be undertaken,
during the period up to the year 2000, with respect to the eventual establishment
of an African Monetary Union. This matter is under consideration.

Least Developed Countries

+J^ GrouP's Participation in the LDC development efforts constitutes
more than 40 percent of its resources. Such high contribution is very important
in view of the absorptive capacity problems of the majority, if not all, of these
countries. The African Development Pund and the Nigerian Trust Sund directed their
funds to this group of countries. The 1982/86 programme will examine the priorities
laid down in Pans for LDCs viz food and agriculture, energy and structural trans'
formation as provided in the New Substantial Programme of Action.

11• The Association of African Central Banks (AACB)

10. The Assembly of Governors of AACB, which meets every two years, and the
annual meetings of each of its four subrogional committees discuss, among other
issues, new directions for monetary and financial co-operation in Africa and the
possible contributions that AACB as well as its subsidiary African Centre for

MCB IZ it fGS U°f} °0Ulf ^^ * "* laP*' ■h°WGV-> thG contributions ofAAOB d t f
iur* =>r,A i + ~ v -u - 7 ° -^^s^t iiunwvui-, liw conxriout ions of

AAOB and its four subregional committees to the implementation of the Lagos Plan
of Action are achieved through the work programme of ACMS, which includes parti
cipation at conferences, organization of seminars and symposia as well as the

^+£0?^? • SearC5 proJeotB* APart ftom the meetings of AACB, ACMS participated
in the following conferences that discussed issues related directly or indirectly
to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action: . ■

F^aM -(^ !"he/eetiJS Zf thG ^^P Of QXPfcrts entrusted with examining the
June 1981? ^ ° and Investment ^k held in Brussels from 22 to 25

Preparatory Meeting of the Co-operating secretariats on thet i ^,-Pt0iy M^ting of the Co-operating secretariats on the
Implementation^ the Proposed African Monetary JUnd told in Addiflbaba fro.

. + (°) ^he First Meeting of the Intergovernmental Group of Experts from the
Ministries of Finance and Central Banks on the Establishment of the African
i-Ionetary Fund held in Addis Ababa from 4 to 7 October 1981.

^1981"^82 ACI'IS Undertook thG Allowing projects which would
help in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of ActionC

(a) The Harmonization of Exchange Control Legislation and Practices in the
Central and in the Northern African Subregion (these^two studies are p-allei to
two previous studies on the same subject undertaken for the testem and the
Eastern and Southern African subregions.); .
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(b) A feasibility .study on the Establishment of the- Eastern and Southern
Africa PTA Trade and Investment Bank (undertaken in collaboration with the ECA and
ADB).

12. AACB approved at its 1981 Assembly of Governor's meeting held in August
in Addis Ababa eight research projects in the current work programme, of ACMS among
which the following are inoro directly concerned with the implementation of the
Lagos Plan of Action:

(a) The Establishment of an African Monetary Fund;

(b) The Establishment of a Trade and Investment Bank for the ACP '
Group Countries;

(c) The African Mutual Guarantee and Solidarity fund.

13. The first two of these.studies were started in 1982 and are still in

progress and will be published when completed. The third study has been planned
but not yet started.

±4. During 1981-1982 ACMS organized four seminars and one symposium which relate
to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action on such subjects as Development
Financing m Africa, the balance-of-payments problem among countries, the African
Monetary Fund and the Role of Monetary Co-operation among African countries.

111• The Regional Centre for Training in Aerial Surveys (RECTAS)

15- Since, it began its operations in 1972, RECTAS has trained by means of the
bilingual courses offered, for over 20: African countries, 217 Operators and
Technicians in photogrammetry, some of whom are now Heads of the Photogrammetric
sections m their various national survey offices. Moreover, with a view to
promoting exchange of experiences in aerial surveys education, RECTAS organized
from 15th to 18th August 1982, a Regional Conference on Photogrammetry and Remote
bensmg Education. There were thirty-eight participants who came from Nigeria,
Benin, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Canada and the USA. A Seminar on the impact of
Aerial Survoys on National Development also took place from l8th to 22nd
August 1982. Thirty experts from Nigeria, Benin, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Canada,
Switzerland, the USA and India attended the Seminar.

16. In addition-RECTAS has now embarked on a five-year Development Programme
approved by its Governing Council. The programme envisages the introduction of
the following courses:

Photo-Interpretation;

Photogrammetry course at a higher levelj
- Cartography

- Remote Sensing.

The comnencenentof the five-year development programme will start verv
soon by a Photo-interpretation course.
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IVo The Regional Centre for Sorvices in Surveying,

Mapping and. Remot_e ^Sensing (RCSoMRb)

17. The main objective of RCSSMRS is to provide specialized services in

cartography and remote sensing which are essential tools for natural resources

inventory, analysis and development planning, rfith the co-operation of ECA,

RCSSMRS has so far implemented the Lagos Plan of Action mainly in the following
areas:

Technology Transfer

lG. Over 450 nationals from 23 African member States have participated in
training courses, seminars and workshops organized by RCSSMRS since 1°79.

The main objective was to expose scientists and other professionals to modern

techniques of cartography and remote sensing and their applications to natural

resources development, environmental monitoring, crop forecasting and disaster

early warning. The impact is already being felt in many countries. As a result,

some basic capability to apply modern cartography and remote sensing technologies,
now exists in each of the 23 member States.

Technical Services

19. RCSSi'IRS has in the spirit of collective self*reliance offered technical

services mainly in connection with survey optical and electronic equipment„

Over the past two years a total of 1500 optical and 200 electronic instruments
have been serviced and repaired resulting in foreign exchange saving of between

US$3 million. Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, Swaziland, Lesotho, Rwanda and
Burundi were the main benoficiaries*

Natural Resources Monitoring

20. In addition to technology transfer efforts, RCSSMRS has provided Member
States with basic data in the form of satellite imageries to enable them to carry
out their own natural resources assessment. A total of 2500 scones have been

distributed to member States at their request. RCSSMRS embarked in I98O on a

programme to assist member States xo improve the quality of and up-date their maps
using photomapping techniques.

Remote Sensing Programme

21. RCSSMRS has participated actively in the .implementation of the African
Remote Sensing Programme. Apart from providing user training services, RCSSMRS

hc.s served as the Secretariat of the Regional Management Committee for Eastern

and Southern Africa of the African Remote Sensing Council. Initial steps have

already been taken to establish a ground receiving and processing station for
RCSSMRS which will cover the Eastern and Southern subregion.

V. The Ouagadougou Regional Remote Sensing Centre (CRTO)-

22* CRTO's establishment and objectives are in line with paragraphs 3 (ill) and

3 (IV) F and G ana more particularly in paragraphs 76, 77 and 78 of the Lagos Plan
of Action which deal with the evaluation of natural resources potential through the

j
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pooling of human, financial and.material resources .and studies on "the needs of

member States. CRTO's functions take into account the concerns expressed in the

Lagos Plan of Action. ~ . ■

Training

23. Since July 1978,CRTO has trained more than 130 persons' from 20 African

countries in the techniques of remote sensing. Unfortundately CRTO does not enjoy

the full support of all its member States and substantial efforts will therefore

have to be made to provide effective support to CRTO by placing at its disposal

the appropriate resources. As long as all necessary oeasures arc taken,. CRTO by

I984 should have 90 students annually in initiation courses and 45 annually in

application courses.

User Assistance

24» Reports on 50 projects carried out in co-operation with National or

Regional Organizations have been published by CRTO. This aspect of CRTO's work

will increase if member States provide support to the Centre.

Data Receiption - Processing - Strorage - Dissemination

25. A station for receiving data from LAITDSAT, Spot and Motoorological

Satellites such as MEPEOSAT, NOAA and TRIOS will be established in I984-I935.

Dissemination of the data received will enable member States to benefit from

technology transfer and to conduct research into natural resources as broadly stated

in the Lagos Plan of Action.

Financing

26. CRTO receives financial support from member States of the Regional -

Management Committee of CRTO and especially from i_:uch external sources as

CIDA of Canada, FAC of France, GTZ of the Federal Republic of Germany and

U3AID of the United States of America. The i'iegional Management Committee

should cultivate the habit of self-sufficiency by using 'external contributions

only as a complement as urged in paragraph 14 (ill) of the Lagos Plan of Action.

VI. The African Regional Centre for Solar Energy (ARCSE)

27- ARCSE was formally established only on 13 flay 1982 on the occasion of

the Inaugural Meeting of its Council. Its establishment is in lino with the .

Lagos Plan of Action which urged the, ."Intensification of research on economic

conversion of solar energy into mechanical or electrical energy; examination

of potentialities of solar heating systems and solar distillation of saline

waterj development of instruments for measuin;< solar radiation and establishment

of modern stations" and the "establishment of subregional and regional machinery

for co-operation and co-ordination of solar energy activities in Africa."

28. ARCSE has so far only adopted thcrgeneral principles and policies governing

its activities and the programme for its physical establishment. It has yet

to determine the location of its headquarters.
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VII. Eastern and Southern African Mineral Resources Development Centre

(ESAMKDC)

29. For the purpose of obtaining improved knowledge of African mineral resources

through adequate inventory of existing and potential resources, better forecasting

of consumption pattern and research towards rational use of known resources,

ESAMRDC has undertaken the following activities for some of its member States: *

(a) Consultancy services on the Liganda Iron Ore for Steel Industry using
adjacent coal deposit (Tanzania),*

(b) The evaluation of the Kilembe Copper Mine (Uganda);

(c) The evaluation and exploration programme on copper-zinc prospects
around Asmara (Ethiopia);

(d) Inventory and compilation of basic resources data on industrial
minerals (Ethiopia, Tanzania, Uganda);

(e) Evaluation of base metal prospects in Katta area, Central Wollega
(Ethiopia);

(f) Appraisal of Tin, Tungsten, Columbo-tantalite and beryl mineralization
^S.W* Uganda;;

(g) Assessment of beach sand prospects - coastal area (Tanzania);

(h) Assessment of the Abiata diatomite prospects in the Lakes District
(Ethiopia);

(i) Assessment of Mpanda, Karema and Chisi areas, (Tanzania); '

(j) Assessment of the potentiality ■ of the greenstone Belt in the Lake
Victoria goldfields (Tanzania);

(k) Ground follow-up of airborne geophysical surveys for kimberlites
(Tanzania);

(l) Preliminary study of the Monapo ring structure, using exploration
geochemistry (mozambique)j

(m) Updating of some aspects of the feasibility study of the Deborwa copper
deposit (Ethiopia);

(n) Study of the requirements for establishing an ore dressing laboratory
(Ethiopia); J

(o) Prefeasibility study of the Magamba gold reef, Mpanda area (Tanzania)

30. In line with the Lagos Plan of Action, ESAMRDC is assisting its member States
in strengthening the capabilities of their geological surveys and mining departments
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and in promoting the use of new methods and techniques. In this respect, the

Centre's geophysical facilities are "being intensively used in exploration

activities in Tanzania. Ethiopia and Mozambique have also requestedthe same

service.

31< The Lagos Plan of Action recommends the co-ordination of national
programmes of geological research and mineral surveys at the regional and sub-

regional levels. In this respect ESAMRDC which caters for the countries in the

Eastern and Southern African subregion has accomplished the following:

(a) Tin, tungsten, columo-tantalite and beryl mineralization in South
West Uganda and North West Tanzania are being appraised by S3AMRDC;

(b) Gold mineralization in the greenstone belts of Northern Tanzania, ■■.
Western Kenya and Eastern Uganda is currently being studied by ESAMRDC through

the collection of data, preparation of maps and field visits. The greenstone belt

study in Tanzania has been completed and a field visit to Kenya has been under

taken. Plans are underway to start a field visit to Uganda;

(c) The Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS) recently acquired by
the Centre has already started making analysis and the governments have been
invited to take advantage of it.

32. The Lagos Plan of Action urges training in all aspects of mineral

resources development of high level specialized personnel as we.ll:as of

medium level technicians from African member States in order to alleviate

the shortage of qualified manpower and reduce the dependency on overseas

expertise and specialized services. One of the objectives of ESAIffiDC is

training and it is being achieved through the organization of the following

short courses, workshops, seminars and on-the-job training in specific fields
of mineral resources development:

(a) Short courses

(i) The Centre sponsored the fellowship of four geoscientists from
the subregion to attend a one-month course in professional development seminar
in Mineral Economics;

(ii) The Centre in collaboration with IUGS, IIHD, UNESCO and UNECA
is organizing a training course on fcbdern Methods of Capture, Storages and

Evaluation of Geological, Geochemical and Resource data.

(b) Seminars, workshops and symposia

The Centre organized four geochemical workshops at national level for

Tanzania, Mozambique, Ethiopia and Uganda and one Multinational Geochemical

Workshop attended by 31 geoscientists from seven countries which facilitated the

exchange of information and the fostering of co-operation amongst the countries

of the subregion in the field of mineral resources development.
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(c) On-the-.job training

(i) A geoscientists from Ethiopia spent one and half months in Dodoma
during which he participated in the preparation of maps and ore reserve calculations
of the Cu-Zu prospects around Asmara (Ethiopia)j

(ii) Two Tanzanian geoscientists spent 6 months at the Centre compiling
data on industrial minerals of Tanzania under the supervision of the Centre's
experts;

(iii) The Centre's geophysicist trained three Tanzanian geophysicists
in special techniques using resistivity and induced polorization instruments as
well as in the interpretation of field data*

(iv) The Centre's senior geochemist trained Tanzanian chemists and
technicians in the installation and operation of the Atomic Absorption Spectro-
photometer ' ••"*

33. With respect to the transfer to know-how, and the exchange of scientific,
technical and economic data in geology, mining activities and mineral economics
among African countries as well as with countries from other developing countries,
ESAMRDC has accomplised the following:

(a) ESAMRDC has actively participated in the UNESCO-sponsored geo-
traverse across the Ubendian fold belt of Western Tanzania. This project was
undertaken as part of the programme "Geology for Development - Precambrian of
Africa." The project brought together geoscientists from different institutions
and different nationalities and served as a forum for transfer of know-how and
exchange of ideas;

(b) The Institute for International Resources Development with whom
tre 5aS+established good workin£ relations will in collaboration with the
OUaCOUrSe ^ Sma11 ^^ "^ development in ^oma, Tanzania,

(c) The United States Geoglogical Survey (USGS) will be conducting a
short course on mini computer application in mineral resources development for the
experts of ESAMRDC at its headquarters.

VIII. The African Regional Centre for Hhgineering Design

and Manufacturing (ARCEBEM)

II* t "^ £?8 fi!"4 °f ciesi&tl and in accordance with the relevant paragraphs of
the Lagos Plan of Action, ARCEDEM is engages in the design and manufacture of
commonly used but often imported products which will in turn, promote local
entrepreneurship. In this respect, ARCEEEM is designing rice mills and
threshers, agricultural implements and low cost trailers. In addition, ARCEDEM

will unpakage foreign designs and adapt them to suit African conditions and
disseminate information on design and manufacturing technology to its member
States. Already ARCEDEM has commenced the dissemination of technical information
to its member States with respect to machine parts design.
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field of training, ARCEEEM after having assessed the training

requirements of its member States, is organizing on—the—job training of.

design personnel and training schemes for designers and draftsman. ARCEEEM

completed its first on-the-job training course for mochancical engineers in

machine design and manufacture and plans to hold this course alternatively

for French and English-speaking member States.

36, ARCEEEM will assess the manufacturing facilities available in its

member States and initiate programmes for their up-grading and establish or

improve maintenance workshops and promote the increased production of spare

parts in'its member States. In this respect ARCEHEM will hold a one week

workshop in Cairo in I983 to promote the up-grading of national centres for

the design and manufacture of capital goods.

37* ARCEEEM will organize an information and data bank in respect for

capital equipment installed in different parts of Africa and sources of

the procurement of equipment. The exchange of information among African

countries on technical specifications and the costs of the implementation of

industrial projects will also be promoted.

38. ARCEEEM will continue to co-operate with related regional, subregional and . .

national such as the African Regional Centre for,. Technology, the African Institute

for Higher Technical Training and Research, the African Regional Standards

Organization, the West African Rice Development Association, the African Ground

nut and national centres for' R & D.

39 • Tiie physical infrastructures of ARCEEEM are being developed. The master

plan for the construction of the ARCEEEM complex, has been completed and

architectural work is continuing. Some of the machines required by ARCEEEM have

already been bought and some given by the Government of India. Finally,

recruitment of the staff of ARCEHEM is going on satisfactorily.

IX. The African Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT)

40. The first, five-year work programme of the African Regional Centre for

Technology, 1981 to 1985» consists of the following four sub-programmes:

1. Promotion of indigenous and other technologies currently in use in food

production, processing, storage and marketing;

2. Promotion of indigenous and other technology in priority sectors

other than foodj

3. Provision of advisory services on technology for developmentj

4. Development of the Centre's manpower capabilities.

41. The activities in these sub-programmes have components relevant to the priority

tasks in the areas of technology development identified in the Lagos Plan of Action.

The immediate areas of activities of ARCT in these priority tasks are in the sectors

of food and energy, and the development of national technological capabilities. The

specific projects being implemented by the Centre are as follows:
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CT1. Promotion of indigenous and other technologies in the food sectors

particularly for the reduction of post-harvest losses in staple food;

CT2. Promotion of indigenous and other technologies in the energy sectors

particularly in the field of biomass technology; and

CT3- Development of national technological capabilities.

42. Each of these projects have been derived directly from sub-programme 1, 2 and

3 of the first, five-year programme of the Centre.

43. Project CT1 is designed to promote and develop technologies in the food sectors

particularly for the reduction of post-harvest in staple foods, and therefore

relates to the Lagos Plan of Action specifically, to Chapter 1 on food and agri

culture and generally to Chapter II, on industry IV, on human resource developments

and V on science and technology. Project CT2 concentrates on the development and

promotion of technologies for the generation and utilization of biomass as a

source of energy. In addition to relating to the plan, specifically to chapter XI

on energy, this project also relates generally to chapters II, IV, and V* Project

CT3 involves the conduct of workshops on technology development and transfer and

the provision of advisory services in technology policy, planning and institution

building. The activities of the project are especially relevant to Chapter V of

the plan on science and technology. The Science and Technology component permeates

through all the activities elaborated in the Lagos Plan. The conduct of activities

in project CT3 will thus have an impact on projects CT1 and CT2 of the Centre as *

well as on the other priority sectors in the Plan.

44. The following is an outline of how other concrete aspects-of the Centre's

work programme relate to specific chapters of the Lagos Plan of Action,

45» Food and Agriculture; The component of the Centre's project CT1 relates

to Chapter I paras. 21 to 29 on food losses, food security and production,

paras. 38 to 41 on extension services and agricultural services, and paras.
46 to 49 on implementation and monitoring,

46• Industry: The Centre's project components in this sector relates to Chapter II
para, 65 on the formulation of an industrial strategy to reduce Africa's over-

dependence on the developed world for technology, paras. 66 and 67 on the

improvement for Africa's share of the world industrial output in a number of sectors

including food and on the establishment of agro-industries.

47* Human Resources Dsvelopment: The activities of the Centre in this area relate

to para. 101 on' training and accelerated skill development programmes in agri

culture, integration of women in development, in-plant and other practical forms

on-the-job training, paras. 112 and 113 on sponsorship of expanded fellowship
and training programmes.

48- Energy: The activities in this sector relate to Chapter XI paras. 285 and
292 on the development of new and renewable source of energy, and para. 294 ()

(V) on the modalities for implementation of the region's energy plan.
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49• Science and Technology: This area forms the main focus of the Work

Programme of the Centre. Chapter V of the Lagos Plan of Action therefore forms

the main frame of reference for the development and conduct of activities in the

Centre's priority sectors of food and energy. Programme 6, para. 169 and elements

6,1, 6.2 and 6.4 of Chapter V elaborates on activities for attaining self-sufficiency

in staple foods through the promotion and development of suitable technologies and

for the dissemination of information on energy saving technologies as well as for

the development and utilization of new and renewable sources of energy. Projects .

CT1 and 2 are mainly designed to achieve these objectives. Activities in technology

policy and planning for promoting technology development and transfer fall within

project CT3, The project activities include a series of workshops on technology

development and transfer which relate to the requirements of programme 2 in Chapter V

on the development of human resources in science and technology. The workshops .

are designed to improve capabilities in such fields as the choice, acquisition

and transfer of technology, contract negotiation, industrial property rights and

regulatory measures. These activities therefore also relate to programme 3,

elements 3.1, 3.2 and 3,3. A parallel activity in project CT3 is the provision

of advisory services to African countries in the range of issues involved in

technology development and transfer and institution building. These activities

relate directly to programme element 1,1 paras. 126 to 128 on the establishment of

national "Centres" for technology as well as to programme 3 on Science and Technology

policy and planning.

50. The Centre's programmes are generally designed to promote rural development

in Africa. In this regard, the activities elaborated in the work programme relate

to programme 4 on the establishment, improvement and strengthening of local

production capacities, especially in the food and energy sectors and programme 5 on

the promotion of rural development.

51• Most of the activities elaborated in Chapter V will require increased

financial inputs and in this regard the Centre's programme include, the conducts

of studies to establish possible sources and successful modalities for financing

technological development and diffusion in the region. This activity relates to

programme 7 on mobilization of funds, programme element 8.4 on regional financing,

programme 9 on financial and technical assistance from international sources.

52. The Science and Technology chapter of the Lagos Plan recognizes that the

successful conduct of the envisaged activities will rely heavily on action at

national level. The Centre's work programme therefore 3eeks primarily to reinforce

national capabilities for the conduct of the necessary activities through the

provision of support and complementary assistance to its member States. The

identification and strengthening of national Science and Technology focal points

in the region constitutes the prerequisite steps for the conduct of the Centre's

activities. The Centre therefore places considerable emphasis on the identification

of national S and T institutions not only to promote its own activities but also

to foster technical co-operation among all the countries of the region.
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X* The African Regional Organization for Standardization (ARSO)

Food and Agriculture

53. Further to pragraphs 21, 25, 29, 30 and 31 of Chapter I of the Lagos Plan

IL Z ' fVf*^ ^hn±oa'1 C^ittee (ARSO/TC) for Agriculture and Food Products
has been established to assist in the reduction of food losses and in the increase

Lf fi1On/f/°°d1CrOpK' liveGtock ^ fisheries by issuing relevant African
™^ **«* —*' P-ervatio,^, passing

Industry

oti»ctivern?r+h^ C0Iltrit>Ut0 towards the realization of the industrialization
PwZl^T?? QS Contained in P^graphs 66, 67 and 70 of the LagoS
Plan of Action, the following seven ARSO Technical .Coranuttee (ARSO/TCs) have been

- Technical Committee for Basic and General Standards;
~ technical CoRimittee for Agriculture and Food Products;
- Technical Committee for Building and Civil Engineeringj

" leCuU1C^ ^ommittes for Mechanical Entering and Metallurgy.
" l^10^ °rormit±ee for <*emistry and Chemical Engineerinj '
- Technical Committee for Electroteohnologir; and
- Technical Committee for Textiles

ittee for Electrote
- Technical Committee for Textiles.

Science and Technology

Transport and Communications

s sss,r-r:
Trade and Finance

Si .£
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standards todies at the national level. Pursuant to paragraph 25O(ll) (k) of the
Lagos Plan of Actxon ARSO has already drawn-up * programme ?or the development
of African Reponal Standards for products of barest to intra-African trade
and the actual task of elaborating these standards is to commence in early 1983.
ARSO is presently undertaking preparatory work aimed at the initiation and
operation of a regional certification marking scheme with a view to

tatz ^products a
Environment and Development

58; ^Jnua-°joor^'mcQ with paragraph 267 of the Lagos Plan of Action, AUSO has
established working contacts with the various UN agencies concerned with human
settlements and environmental matters with a view to developing appropriate
regional standards for control of pollution, air and water quality, environmental
sanitation and health a, well as the monitoring a*d maintenance o?'thele s?"
for overall environmental quality. "dn

Energy

f Paragraph 285, 291 and 292 of the Lagos Plan of Action,

r! ^i: \:\ensurins^is°fcompatibility m the electricity sector in the region.

XI- African

60. In planning its programme of training and research AIHTTR gives special
priority, m line with the Lagos Plan, to the development'of the most important
core resource of all - scientific and technical manpower, including teotoiolT
teachers, at all levels, but especially those that are still little catted L
in-existing programmes in the region. To this end innovative training programmes
for middle-level and high-level manpower, all emphasizing especially friu8^

inUtnT T raoHYmP°rtaJrt ldentified ^- of -ataess in technical courses
in the region, namely practical implementation capability, have been innovativelv
designed, m fields designated as the priorit, of priorities in the Lagts Pla^!^
buch aa agricultural engineering and food technology, technical trainer U
electro-mechanical industries and environmental management.

61. In order to accommodate adequately their crucial feature of upgrading in
and otherwise engendering practical skills of relevant technology, ?he pro~es
so far. taught have been of the medium-term workshop rather than^hort-term^inar
variety i.e. six to nine weeks rather than one to three. These aim also at
developing trainees to conduct similar courses in their countries, and at
assembling material 9pecially designed to the socio-technological environment of
t!rZ ^o^1full-tlme^1Ploma ^ ^gree courses. Two major such courses have been
successfully run in the following specialist areas:
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- Educational Technology for Technical Trainersj and

- Urban Environmental Monitoring and Measurement Techniques for

technicians, engineers and other professional officers.

Participants came from over thirty three EGA member States.

62. In running its training programme AIH'rTR ha^ co-operated extensively with

relevant ECA-sponsored instiutions, particularly ARSO. Very strong support has

also come from the following UN institutions IMBSCO, the SCA Environmental Unit,

UNIDO, UNEP, WHO, Habitat and the UN Remote Sensing Centre. Examples of national

organisations with which AIHTTR executed or is. planning to execute training projects

are the Industrial Research and Development Institutes, Broadcasting Corporations,
Airways and Railways engineering workshops.

63. In 1983-1985* AIHTTR will concentrate on more frequent reruns of the most
successful workshops, and on extending these into the first full-time diploma
courses.

64. Finally it is likely that a number of national/regional technical manpower
needs surveys which have been planned for sometime, will at last receive enough

back-up support from collaborating agencies to be implemented. These surveys

provide the theoretical rationals for the preference of one field of training/

updating against another, and ideally should precede the teaching of any new

courses. AIHTTR is prepared to run them either on a regional basis or in Country-
oriented programmes with requesting member States. ■ .

XII» Industrial Property Organization for English-Speaking Africa (ESARIPO)

65. ESARIPO's programme for the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action
consists of the following tasks:

(i) The provision of assistance to member States:

(a) In the strengthening of their industrial property infrastructure,
including technical assistance in the introduction of modernized industrial property
legislation;

(b) In the preparation and implementation of developraent-oriented
training programmes to promote the increased use of patent documentation for
technological information purposes;

(c) In the utilization of patents and technological information
therein contained to achieve their development objectives,

(ii) The promotion of:

(a) Endogenous innovative activity and establishment of linkages
between innovative systems and productive systems within the region; and

(b) Technical co-operation among member States in the fields of
technological information and industrial property.
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itatL

the region: IUn°ti°nS °f

^

property system hitherto omitted in

innovative activity^ enoouragoment of local search and national

national levels, ^ Pr°ViEion of ^°rnation at national, regional and inter-

legi.lation:

States could ,e ^ ^
Documentation and Information Centre

^odernxzed industrial

. On^he basi on such

^^

national institution- r■-

(iv) The provision of assistance to member States:

Lihf

orxented

recommended by the Lagos Plan of Act ion;
as

,.,. (°) in ensuring that technology is transferred.under general
oonditiona acceptable to the recipient country and supportive of self-reltant and
self-sustains strateg, in the development of local scientific and t
capabilities as spelt out in the Lagos Plan of Action; w
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(d) in the establishment or strengthening of national centres for
technology information as set out in the Lagos Plan of Action. ESARIPO and ESAPADIC
are specifically mentioned in the Lagos Plan; and

(e) in the development of low-cost technologies for:

(i) rural agriculture5
(ii) rural industrial productionj

(iii) rural transportation;
(iv) energy sources, e.g. solar energy, wind-power, and

geothermal energy; as required in the Lagos Plan of Actione

The principal menas of implementation of the programme is the establishment
and operation of ESAPADIC. A detailed work plan for the implmentation of the

programme setting out activities incorporated into a time-frame has been prepared
for the period I982-I983 and extending to December 1984,

^m« The Institute for Economic Development and Planning (iliEP)

66. IBEP's direct contribution to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action
and the Final Act of Lagos relates to a preliminary study on the Establishment of
African Economic Community by the year 2000 commissioned by the OAU. IEEP is also
holding a permanent seminar on alternative approaches to implementation of the Lagos
Plan of Action to which external experts and planners at national, regional and
sectoral levels are invited to participate. The indirect contribution of IDEP
consists of gearing its activities towards promoting an African strategy in economic
research and training needs.

XIV. Institut de Formation et de Recerche Pemofe-raphiques (IFORD)

67. IFORD's participation in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action in
the course of 1981-1982 can be classed under three headings: regionalization of
the Institute, contribution to the training of staff and contribution to the
advancement of knowledge in population facts through research.

68. In accordance with the recommendations of the Lagos Plan of Action that
there should be greater oo-operation in the use of specialist training and research
institutes, IFORD has been fully regionalized through the adoption of new statutes
which provide for the broadening of its Governing Council to include all the

countries served by IFORD and the financing of the IFORD's operations by all its

member States. The regionalization of IFORD which took place in 1982 has provided
IFORD with undeniable political and material support.

69. With regard to training, IFORD has, from the adoption of the Lagos Plan
of Action, trained some 50 demographers at the post-graduate level who are already
working to strengthen national population study structures in some 15 countries in
Africa, During the same period, IFORD contributed to the advanced training of
participating demographers by organizing two refresher courses in the processing
of data census collected in the 1970s and in the improvement of data collection
techniques.
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70. In terms of research, work has. been carried out to further knowledge of
African demographic phenomena. IFORD, among other things, conducted a wide-
ranging urban survey on infant and child mortality in seven countries with the

objective of assessing the extent of the phenomena and studying the explanations
responsible. Similarly IH)HD is launching a programme of research into the

relationship between population and development with a view to obtaining a better
understanding of the role of demographic variables and broader integration of such
variables into national development plans. . .

XV* African Regional Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social
Development (ACART30D)

71. ACARTSOD's conceptual framework for social development and programme of work
have been formulated to reflect the principles and objectives of self-sustaining
development and economic grpwth on the basis of self-reliance. ACARTSOD endeavours

Bolic?^1^6 + ° ^he.ide™cation ^ formaulation of indigenized social development
policies and strategies at the regional.subregional and national levels and the
enhancing and up-grading of African capabilities for a better implementation and
realization of social development.. ACARTSOD also-endeavours to co-ordination social
development programmes undertaken in co-operation with and/or by other national
subregional and regional institutions in ACARTSOD's field of competence.

72. In the field of human resources development ACARTSOD organizes training
programmes and participatory workshops for the benefit of administrators, polfcy-
SsOD "iT" °f-trarr! andothor agents of change. Baring 1983 and ?$}
ACARTSOD will organize two training programmes for participants from Libya and one

Tt C=n! *" *™^«^ *■** Social Development Official T

Ilk £ fttld °fIlk «*£, w fttld °f Tf11' ACARTS0D .undertakes research activities'to clarify
and articulate- the concept of social development as embodied in the Lagos Plan
LActl0"V+ACffSOD *™ embarked upon two research projects the first of ;h^h

addressed^tself to the compilation of data on social development research and
training institutions and on on-going research activities and study of social
security system, in Africa.. This project includes a seminar on social security
systems an Africa to be held in 19S4. Research projects for 1984 also include an
emotion? Development Strategies in Africa in the light of the Lagos"lan

U: 1na?ther fUtUre ac1;ivities included in ACARTSOD programme of work for 1983
and 1984 are a workshop on mass media and the African Society, and a workshop on the
Social Implications of the Industrial Development Decade in Africa.

XVI* The Port Management Association of Eastern and Southern Africa (PHAES

75. With a view to implementing the Lagos Plan of Action with respect to the
tZJST^ f r!qUisite ?™er in the field of Port Management, PMAESA has urged
authn^t^ ^ ^ V^i^ °f Pri°rity °f tralninS ^epartments'in those porT
authorities of the member States of PMAESA where these do not already exist
Port authorities are also to formulate training policies which would be reflected
in the development of systematic training. PMAESA itself would embark on the search
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Ti^! fr°m various international agencies, particularly UNCTAD, ECA. IMO
or OTEP and in association with competent agencies such as UNCTAD. arrange workshocs
for the training of officers from the member States of PMAESA. In the spirit of
collective self-reliance, Badari College belonging to the Kenya Port Authority will
be made available +0 serve the training needs of the member States of PKAESa!

lf\h the purpose of improving communications between the port authorities
of the member States of PWESA, the member States are to exchange an>ong their

SST 6B P6rl rSPOrtS °n POrt a0tivities ih™& ^secretariat df

The Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO

- °°ntributi0n t0 the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action include

(a) the publication of a Trade Information Bulletin designed to
current news en Intra-African Trade Jtevelopments to its member StatTst

£\ , pubJioation of country by country economic reviews of its
States under the title of "African Trade Perspectives" with a view to

t ea^rineirt referen°e ifti * ^^°

Africa ti on

of




